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9 January 1979, ·and the other on 11 January 1980. During 

the course of this litigation the document at issue, marked 

509-803 for identification purposes, was initially wit~held 

in its entirety pursuant to FOIA exemptions (b)(l), .{')?)(2) 

and (b)(3). During a review connected with Mr. Owen's 

affidavit of 11 January 1980, a determination was made that 

portions of the document were no longer exempt from release 

as a result of disclosures that had recently been made in 

connection with Congressional hearings. Effective with the 

Order of the Circuit Court of Appeals on 12 November 1980, 

all filing instructions previously withheld and deleted from 

the released version of the document were reinserted in the 

re~e~sabl~ version. Additionally, all classification. 

markings and related information control markings which had 

been deleted from the releasable version of the document, as 

_ . . _part: .. of the declassification process, were reins~.rted in the 

document and then marked to show that the classification 

.. .. , .. · 
,: 
li 

i. 
1: 

designati'ons are no longer appropriate. The newly revised 

version of the document was provided the plaintiff. (CIA 

Exhibit A). 

3. On the basis of my review of the document at issue, 

·rn ~onnection with this affidavit I have determined that one 

additional mo~ification of the document is necessary. The 

~ord·"city" has been reinserted in those portions previously 

marked "B" on the second page in the first line of the text, 

on page 3, in the second and fourth line~ of paragraph 4, 

and in th·e third line of paragraph 5. The CIA concern over 

public acknowledgment of the existence of·CIA stations 0r 
. . . -~-.. 

other· facilities in specified foreign locations is real. In 
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'I I, most circumstances, some d:lmage to the nffir.i;1l relat.i.ons 
II 
'i ll between the United States and the na:;'led country is 

predictable. In the case of the acknowledgment of the 

existence of a CIA station in Mexico City in 1963, it has 

been alleged or referred to in a number of forums and 

public~ticins, semi-official_and official, including 

accidental disclosure in ciA documents released under the 

FOIA. Consequently, withholding the same information in 

this document can no longer be justified. A copy of the 

document with· "City" reinserted is. attached as CIA Exhibit B 

and is being forwarded to plaintiff. 

4 •. To fulfill my official responsibi.lities, I have 

been delegated authority for original classification of 

information as Top Secret. I have reviewed document 509-803 

and have determined that the portions which remain withheld 

are properly exempt from disclosure because: 

.. :. ·.~ 

a. it is currently and properly classified 

pursuant to Executive Order 12065 as information 

requiring co~tinued protection against unauthorized 

disclosure to protect against damage to national 

security and thus exempt from release pursuant to f'OI.!\ 

exemption. (b) _(1): 

b. the information reveals facts about 

intelligence sources and methods which the Director of 

Central Intelligence is responsible for protecting 

against unauthorized disclosure as set forth in 

50 u.s.c. 4C).3(d) (3), and which is thus exempt from 

release pursuant to f'OIA exemption (b) ( 3): and ·. 
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employ in intelligence collectionJwithheld pursuant to 

FOIA exemptions (b)(!) and (b) (3); 

c. Information which is currently and properly 

classified in the interest of national security, 

because it discloses details of CIA's knowledge of the 

identities and activities of Soviet intelligence 

officers and the nature of CIA's counterintelligence 

efforts to collect said information, withheld pursuant 

to FOIA exemptions (b)(l) and (b}(3); and 

d. Information identifying CIA staff employees 

and organizational components, withheld pursuant to 

FOIA exemptions (b){3). 

6~ In doing my review of the document at issue, I 

determined that only exempt portions have been withheld. 

Conversely, all segregable, non-exempt material has been 

rel~ased. 

7. The major concern which prompts the CIA to continue 

to withhold portions of document 509-803 is the damage that 

would be inflicted /upon the liaison arrangements with the_). 

~ational Security Service of the if the 

withheld portions of the document were publicly disclosed. 

Mo~t of the information would not have been available 

except for the 

The 

information so withheld was
1
received under an arrangernen~; 

of mutually assured cqnfidentiali ty// To disregard that 

arrangement and to disclose the existence and the product 

of the arrangement would threaten its current viability. 

through its 
.·;·--: 

!Service, n.as been, and is, a very partner of ··'"".~· .. ,~'C'.J'.·.'. 
.. ·~J~~· . 
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the security and intelligence services of the United 

States. The collaboration includes efforts to sto~ the flow 

of narcotics into the United States, to monitor and negate 

the activities of Central American terrorists organizations 

and to monitor and negate the activities of hostile foreign 

intelligence services, particularly the Soviet services, 

against the United States. A number of other benefits also 

accrue to the United States as a result of this collabora-

tion. The loss of this liaison arrangement would cause 

damage to the United States• ability to protect its national 

security. The protection the arrangement provides could not 

be entirely replaced if v:ithdrew. 

B. Disclosure of the kind of collaboration with 'the 

United States by the which 

is apparent in the withheld portions of document 509-803, 

~would cause considerable trouble to the current Government 

of Such activities would not be viewed with favor 

by a significant portion of the public in 

Disclosure of the existence of such a relationship by the 

U.S. Government is likely to be used actively and 
·' 

effectively against the current by 

dissident political groups. Moreover, the government itself 

is likely to feel compelled to make public gestures to 

discredit any allegations or inferences that the current 

government would engage in such collaboration. Despite the 

fact that the current collaboration is close, the government 

would not want to acknowledge it publicly. F'urthermore, the 

may fear that its current cooperation 

with the U.S. Govern~ent also might be_disclosed i~ its past 

cooperation is reveale:"!. · or e?en 

: ~--· 
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ontinue cooperation with our Government in intellJ.genc 

nforcement activities and possibly a so J.n othe~ 

where we now cooperatey 

9. There have been a number of books and magazine 

articles by private authors in which various allegations of 

CIA intelligence operations in Mexico City have appeared. 

The ad also been 

alleged. Such private guessing and speculation does not 
1,, 

have the authority of an official disclosure through the 

FOIA release of official records. Consequently, even though 

some speculation has accurately described secret activities, 

the damage has heen limited because such di'sclosures do not ., 
I: officially challenge to take of.ficial II '------------' 
.jj note; 

I 
I 

furthermore, they are only approximately accurate and 

could not be considered authentic. Disclosure of the 

. l._wi t'!1p_eld portions of document 509-803 would complete the 

damage possible by making the disclosures precise and 

authoritative. 

10. Beyond purely internal discomfort any disclosures 

would cause there are potentially 

significant foreign r~lations consequences also. Diplomatic 

arrangements with several foreign governments are likely to 

suffer because-c~rtain portions of the withheld material 

demonstrate the violations of the sanctity of foreign 

diplomatic territory and facilities in Mexico. Such 

developments would, at a minimum, increase the likelihood 

that the Mexican Government would want to diminish any 

.i further hazard involved 
I' 
I 

I! 
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11. It was not possible to identify 

in an unclassified affidavit. To do so, in light 

of what was already evident on the public record concerning 

the substance of the document and the locale of the events 

described, would have been tantamount to disclosing which 

I~ and, given the kind of 

activity, the specific [service!!} invol v'ed. An essential 

element of the intelligence s an 

understanding ef confidentialltyf The intelligence 

information ~anlfeJ? normally must be kept secret as well 

as the fact of the An effective 
.. 
. : [workfiig liaisory would not exist without the necessary 
'I """"'---' li o nt to confidentiality. 
t; 
i 12. The reality of such commitments to secrecy is 

recognized in the language of Executive Order 12065. 

I -Section 1-3 describes the kinds of information which are 

~lassifiable. It specifically identifies in "Section 1-

II 30l(b) foreign government information: l-30l(c} intelligence 

li ,. 

" II 
lj 
lo 

i' 

,, 
II 

activities, sources or methods; and l-30l(d) foreign 

relations of the United States." Section 1-302 states that 

"Bven though information is.determined to·concern on~ o.r 

more of the criteria in Section 1-301, it may not be 

classified unless an original classification authority also 

determines that its unauthorized disclosure reasonably could 

be expected to cause at least identifiable damage to the 

national security." To further emphasize considerations 

which are unique to u.s. foreign intelligence activities, 

Section 1-303 elaborates. that, "Unauthorized disclosure of 

foreign government information or the identity of a con-
'· .. 

fidential foreicn source is presumed to cause at le~st 

·.·. ···: 
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identifiable damage to national security." (Emphasis 

added.) The information withheld from disclosure in docu-

ment 509-803 resulting and/or 

which could reasonably be expected to lead to the identi-

fication of a confidential intelligence source, in this case 

is thus properly 

classifiable and classified. 

13. Section 1-501 of Executive Order 12065 states what 

must be shown on the face of a document when it is 
' 

"originally classified." This section deals with documents 

originated after Executive Order 12065 was effective on 1 

December 1978. Such requirements could not have been 

imposed on classified documents already in existence such as 

document 509-803. Section 1-402 of the same Executive Order 

I states: 

I_ Only officials with Top SecreL classifi
cation authority and agency heads listed in 
Section 1-2 may classify information for more 
than six years from the date of the original 
classification. This authority shall he used 
sparingly. In such cases, a declassification 
date or event, or a date for review, shall be 
set. This date or event shall be as early as 
national security permits and shall be not 
more than twenty years after original 
classification, except that for foreign 
government information the date or event may 
be up to thirty years after classification. 

As I indicated-earlier, I am authorized to o~iginally 

classify information at the level of Top Secret. For the 

purpose set forth in this affidavit, I have reviewed document 

509-803 and have determined that portions of the document 

remain properly classified at the level of Secre~. The 
I 

I! docunent is properly marked to show that cl~ssification . .. 
' 
I' ,I 

r 
I_ 

II 

FUrthermore, the document is marked to sho~ a date for a 

subsequent declassification revie~. n~; I a~ 
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the classification review author~ty who determined that 

classification should be extended. 

14. The withheld portions of document 509-803 can be 

viewed in groups for purposes of discussing their exemption 

justifications. The deleted portions marked "B" on the 

second page and the following page marked "No. 2" contain 

information demonstrating that the source of the information 

overheard both ends of conversations conducted over 

telephones located in Soviet diplomatic facilities in Mexico 

City. I I 
I 

Public 'allegations of 

such activities have been made by private individual~, but 

official acknowledgment has been avoided because of the 

potential damage. The information has been withheld because 

it -is land it discloses 

intelligence sources and methods and is thus properly 

classified and withheld pursuant to FOIA exemptions (b)(l) 

and ( 3) . 

15. The deleted portions of paragraphs 5 through $ and 

12a through 12d contain infon:1ation which was provided 

exclusively by the Mexican National Security Service 

concerning what the Service had learned of Silvia Duran's 

knowledge of Lee Harvey Oswald's activities ~n Mexico City in 

the fall of 1963. The Mexican Service's information came 

fron the inter-

rogation of Silvia Duran by the Mexican Se~urity Service •. 
.... : ... :.~:;f,.· __ :_· 

Si 1 vi a Duran was i ni tia lly ident if ie:i as a~: person p~tentia lly 
:-:-- -~;-·:· 

f:no· ... ;ledgable Of 0S',f.'3l•l IS activities, rtS the reSU!._~ ·.6-i the 
.' > ·• . . -~ ~7 ¥·- ·:.jf;fi3!:. 

·_ ..... :;.:· .:! . 
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Cl I On 21 February 1964, the Mexican 
~--------------------~ 

Government officially made the results of their interrogation 

of Silvia Duran available to the u.s. Government for the 

Warren Commission. Most material on the same subject 

received prior to that date by CIA has been maintained as 

cla~sified to avoid disclosing information! 

documents have. been released to FOIA requesters which 

I 
Some 

disclose that CIA had some ability to influence the Mexican 

Service and that that Service provided certain information to 

CIA. 'The documents \'ITere partially declassified .and released 

because of preemptive disclosures made during the 

I investigation conducted by the Senate Selec·t Committee to l Study Government Operations set forth in its ,-r_e_p_o_r_t _____ _, 

· · 11 identified as "Book V, " dated 23 Apri 1 1976 ·I 
I 

I 

I Official U.S. 
~---------------------~ 
acknowledgment of this information can reasonably be expected 

to do damage to national security and is thus properly 

dlasified and exempt from disclosure pursuant to FOIA 

;! exemption (l)) ( 1). Since the same information would disclose 

the intelligence sources and methods involved 

it is also exe~~t froc 
~======================================~ .. ·-~· : 

releas~ unoer 50 U.S.C. 403 (d)(3) a~j p~rsuan~ to .FOI~ 
.: . ........ ·. 

-.· :. 
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I' ;I exemption (b)(3). 
I 
I" 16. The withheld portions 6f paragraphs 10 and 11 

contain information which was available from a v.ery sensitive 

I' 
1 source which monitored conversations between the President of 

Cuba and the Cuban Ambassador to Mexico. Such an ability is 

!I obviously exceedingly valuable and sensitive. The 
! 

information from this source has been made public in very 

limited amqunts, and it has been extensively rewritten, 

abbreviated and paraphrased to protect against exposing the 

source and method which produced the information. The 

rlisclosure of the information in document 509-803 could 

reaso~ably be expected to result in a cle~r disclosure and 
:' 

thus damage national security and is, therefore, properly 

!; classified and exempt from release pursuant to FOIA exemption 
I 

I• ,, 
li 

(b)(l). In that a disclosure of the information would also 

. . . • . .jL 
ex~ose an intelligence source and method, it is also 

I 
I! 
•: 

II 

protected from disclosure by 50 us.c. 403(d)(3) and exempt 

from disclosures pursuant to FOIA exemption (b)(J). 

17. The withheld portions of paragraphs 16, 17, 19 and 

20 contain information which discloses the extent of CIA's 

COUilterinteltitj•.:u..:e:: :~l•':.J',,:ledge of the p~rsonnel an·J activiti·..:~ 

,-of the Soviet intelligence service. Because of the amount of 

time that has gone by, this information has diminished in its 

potential value to the Soviet intelligence service, but I 

believe it still possesses value as information that can be 

used against u.s. counterintelligence efforts. Since some 

damage can reasonably be expected from disclosure of the 

information, it is properly classified and exe~pt from 

~isclosure pursuant =~ fOIA exemption (b)(l). 

. ;:) 
. .L .... p?rtions_ o~ 

S E C R E T 
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foreign government information or refer to foreign government 

information received from the Mexican and Nicaraguan 

intelligence and security services. 

Since damage 

is presumed to flow from the disclosure of such information 

and the disclosure would expose a foreign intelligence 

source, the information is protected by classification and 50 

u.s.c. 403(d)(3) and thus exempt from disclosure pursuant to 

FOIA exemptions (b)(l) and (b)(3). 

19. Both the CIA and the plaintiff have asserted that 

most of the substantive information in the document is 

contained in other documents that hove been rele·ascd to the 

public. This affidavit attempts to show the Court ho·;., the 

manner in which the information is presented in document 509-

803 results in the disclosure of exempt information. I have 

- ... - .... - .. - ~tt~ched copies of CIA documents in which information 

concerning the same substance as that being withheld has been 

publicly released. The documents are grouped and labeled 

with names to assist in making comparisons with document 509-

803. The paragraphs cited are those in document 509-803. 

Oswald - paragraph l, starting on pag~ two: 

Duran - paragraphs 5-9 and 12a-d; -
Cub~n ~mbassador - paragraphs 10 and 11; 

Kostii{ov- paragraphs 16, 17, 19 and 20; and 

Alvarado - paragraphs 21 and 23-25. 

I believe the Court will find that the withheld portions of 

document 509-803 do in fact disclose information concerning 

the intelligence sources and methods involved in addition to 

the intelligence substance produced~ A copy of the original, 

unexpurgated versio~ of document 509-803 is attachej anj 

13 
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marked "CIA Exhibit C." 

COHMON\'lEALTH OF VIRGINIA ) 
) ss. 

COUNTY OF FAIRFAX ) 

Subscribed and sworn to before me this --- day of 

February 1981. 

\ .. 

~~otary Puhl ic 

My co~nission expires: 

Sf.CRI-:T 




